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Overview of the book and reading of the book
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Watch the TED Talk

https://www.ted.com/talks/william_kamkwamba_how_i_harnessed_the_wind?language=en
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Watch the video on how windmills work.

https://www.energy.gov/maps/how-does-wind-turbine-work
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William’s Windmill
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Watch a teaser trailer for the Netflix movie

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BbsB2iYHDMM
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Write down at least 5 examples of how William and the 
people of his village encounter the 5 themes of geography?

Human-Environmental Interaction-

Location-absolute, relative

Place -physical, human characteristics

Movement-people, goods, ideas

Regions
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Life without Electricity
Divide the class into groups.  Ask them to think about what would 
happen to their lives if electricity were not out for a few days, 
rather it did not exist.  No electronics, no refrigeration, no cell 
phones, no hot water, no lights, no electricity at all.  

❏ Can they picture what life would be like.  
❏ What would their challenges be? 
❏  Might there also be some benefits?  

They may consider these and lots of other 
questions:

❏ - How would they communicate with their 
friends?

❏ - What would they do for entertainment?
❏ - What would meals be like?
❏ - How would they do their homework? 8



Short research project on Malawi

❏  Where is Malawi located?  What countries border it?
❏ - What foods are most popular?
❏ - What is the predominant race?
❏ - What problems do the citizens face?
❏ - What kind of music is popular?
❏ - How do most Malawi citizens earn a living?
❏ - What kind of government rules Malawi?
❏ - What is the climate like?
❏ - What sports are popular?
❏ - What crops are grown?
❏ - What religions are prevalent in Malawi?
❏ - What are the health problems affecting Malawians?
❏ - What level of education do most Malawians achieve?
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William’s Geography: Malawi
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Closing: Day 2. Your part

The students will have to do a presentation for their classmates 
about how an average person, even a kid, can locate and define a 
problem: locally, nationally, or even internationally and do 
something to solve the problem or at least make it better. The 
student can be by themselves or in a group of 2-3 people. The 
presentation can be a poem,song, powerpoint, google slides, or a 
graphic novel/comic book. It should last 2-5 minutes.
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Fun interview with Jon Stewart

http://www.cc.com/video-clips/wv1nbv/the-daily-show-with-jon-stewart-william-kamkwamba
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